658 Osgood Road, Springfield Maine 04487

Why play the lottery to get your Maine Moose Tag? Join us for a once in a lifetime Maine
Trophy Bull Moose Hunt at Bull Moose Wilderness Adventures. Buy your hunt and tag
from us. Starting in 2019, the State of Maine has issued Lodge tags to qualified Sporting
lodges to offer a chance at Maine’s most iconic creature. Prior to 2019, the only way
to get a tag was to apply for the lottery or through the auction. Lottery odds to get a
non-resident permit was 1 in 1,332 applicants in 2018 (less than 1/10 th of a percent
chance). The permits sold at auction averaged nearly $17,000 in 2018.
Our fully guided hunt with American Plan accommodations is just $17,495 plus permit
fee of $1,500. With this opportunity, you can hunt the largest big game animal in North
America at a total value far better than a Canadian or Alaskan hunt. We have a great
population of trophy bulls and you can start planning your trip today!
Your Trip Includes:













Premier year round scouting by our team from land, air, water and camera.
Our scouting for 2019 started the minute our 2018 hunts were over and
continue throughout the year. We know more about the moose population in
our area than anyone.
Includes lodging and meals for up to 8 days and 7 nights for permittee and subpermittee. Stay at our first-class lodge with all the amenities a hunter could
desire.
Transportation to/from Maine Airports
Transportation during the hunt
Full time guide
Recovery of harvest and field dressing
Transportation of harvest to processor
Transportation to local taxidermist – Ask us for recommendations
Use of our video equipment during the hunt to capture your “Trophy” moment
All meals, snacks and non-alcoholic beverages
Custom photography and memory book for you and your sub-permittee.

What’s not included:


license and tag, meat processing, shipping, ammunition, tips, caping /
skinning, state taxes and taxidermy.

Why Bull Moose Wilderness Adventures?
Nothing is more exhilarating than to hear the grunt or raking of trees by an
approaching bull moose looking for a fight or a mate. At times it will be hard to hear
over the sound of your heartbeat! We customize every hunt based on the situation
and hunter’s abilities. We design each hunt around “you”. We understand how
special this is and want to make this experience the best it can be for you.
We are one of the only outfitters to offer one on one calling for trophy bull moose. It
may seem or sound easy to call a Bull moose during the rut but there is a lot to it.
We use unique set ups in every area we hunt and frequently adjust to wind and
weather. We harvest fresh moose rut scents locally and use it exclusively during our
hunts. Using real local scents is a staple of our success.
Having the right skills, team and resources are the key to success. These things are
what helps set us apart:


Professional registered Maine guide skilled in packing out, calling, and with a
strong passion for moose.



Scouting cameras strategically placed.



Mapping technology – we track everything on an electronic mapping system shared
and accessed by our whole team.



Packers and spotters to assist in locating and recovery.



Scouting network of loggers and foresters that feed information into our team yearround.



BMWA customized hunts to work with any hunter’s capabilities.



Our hunting techniques are always adapting to the ever-changing landscape and
moose.



Fully licensed and insured.



State licensed lodging and meals with ServSafe Certified food service manager.



Call us at any time to discuss the details of your hunt. We are always available
for our customers to make sure they are prepared for their hunt of a lifetime. This
hunt is for you! From the moment you call, everything will be about what your
needs and wants are. Our focus is on you!

This could be you next year!
Our 2018 hunters below with over 1,700 pounds of moose between the two;

Ron Greco

(207) 740-0200

BullMooseWilderness@gmail.com

